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  Tenth Session, Commencing at 7.30 pm 

   AUSTRALIAN  BANKNOTES 

   PRIVATE  BANK  ISSUES 

     

 2565* 
  Van Diemen's Land,   Bill of Exchange for one hundred 
pounds sterling, third of exchange, Commissariat Offi ce 
Hobart Town, 29th October 1829, No 1439, imprint 
S.Clayton, payable to Mr Gamaliel Butler, signed A.Moodie.   
Thin toned paper, nearly extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $1,000 

     

 2566* 
  Van Diemen's Land,   Bill of Exchange for two hundred 
pounds sterling, third of exchange, Commissariat Offi ce 
Hobart Town, 27th February 1825, No 615, inmprint 
S.Clayton, payable to Mr Gamaliel Butler, signed A.Moodie.   
Thin paper, nearly extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $1,000 

     

 2567* 
  The Royal Bank of Australia,   one pound interest bearing 
note, post note, imprint of W.H.Bruce Cheapside (London), 
unissued remainder, Sydney 184- (MVR 1).   Full left margin, 
good fi ne and very rare.   

 $2,800 

 Private purchase from The Rare Coin Company. 

    

  

 2568* 
  The Commercial Bank of Australia Limited,   specimen ten 
pounds, Melbourne, 18-, discordant serial numbers, No. A 
15001 and No. A 20000 (MVR type 1), with Chinese text 
on each side of the front, imprint of Sands & McDougall, 
Stationers, Melbourne, perforated SPECIMEN BW & CO. 
LONDON.   Good extremely fi ne and very rare.   

 $10,000 

 Private purchase from The Rare Coin Company. 
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 2569* 
  The Provincial and Suburban Bank Limited,   fi ve pounds,  
Melbourne 18-, No. 08743, unissued remainder (MVR.2a).   
With 'bob' written in pen on back at bottom left, coming 
through to front, two pin holes, creases and folds, fi ne.   

 $700 

 Some were spuriously signed and circulated in the 1870s. 

     

 2570* 
  Scott &   Gale, private issue, one pound, Geraldton, 
Champion Bay, (Western Australia), undated (c1870s), 
printer's proof by Blades, East and Blades, London, a trial 
in the completed stage of preparation.   Good extremely fi ne 
and extremely rare.   

 $2,000 

 Ex Australian Coin Auctions Sale 315 (lot 3353). 

   COMMONWEALTH  ISSUES - PRE  DECIMAL 

     

 2571* 
  Ten shillings,   Collins/Allen (1915) M 042100 M (R.2cF).   
Very good and rare.   

 $1,000 

     

 2572* 
  Ten shillings,   Cerutty/Collins (1918) N 337779 C (R.3b).   
Good - very good.   

 $300 

     

 2573* 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/65 112404 
(R.7).   Original paper, creases and folds, fi ne.   

 $200 

   2574 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) B/10 918182 
(R.7).   Good body heavily folded up, otherwise nearly very 
fi ne.   

 $150 

   2575 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) B/36 237018 
(R.7), last serial prefi x.   Heavily creased, otherwise very 
good.   

 $150 

   2576 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1928), A/55 (R.7); 
Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/24, (1936) D/90, D/92 (4) (R.11) 
(5).   Very good - fi ne, the fi rst with tear in bottom margin.  
(7)  

 $300 

   2577 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) C/14 529137 (R.9).   
Folds and creases, a 2mm tear top border, very good.   

 $200 

     

 2578* 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/44 164533 (R.10).   
Original paper, very fi ne.   

 $350 
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   2579 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/25 721824 (R.10).   
Folds and creases, fi ne.   

 $150 

     

 2580* 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/72 071843/4 
(R.11) consecutive pair.   Crisp notes with centre fold, nearly 
uncirculated.  (2)  

 $3,500 

     

 2581* 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/93 963668 (R.11).   
Very fi ne.   

 $300 

   2582 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/68 809588 (R.11); 
Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/28 739563 (R.13); Coombs/
Watt (1949) A/51 191109 (R.14).   Fine - nearly very fi ne.  
(3)  

 $200 

   2583 
  Ten shillings,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) to fi ve pounds, 
Coombs/Wilson (1952) (R.12, 15 (2), 17, 31, 33 (2), 34b, 
48 S/27 fi rst prefi x).   Fair - nearly uncirculated.  (9)  

 $150 

   2584 
  Ten shillings,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) F/9 955285, F/16 
604841 (R.12).   Fine; very fi ne.  (2)  

 $120 

   2585 
  Ten shillings,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) to Coombs/Wilson 
(1961) (R.12, 13 (3), 14 (3), 15 (2), 16 (2), 16 (5 including a 
pair)).   Most original and crisp, very fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  
(16)  

 $400 

 Ex S.J.Green Collection, most from Noble Numismatics Sales 104, 106 
and 107. 

   

2586* 
  Ten shillings,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/11 920133/4 
(R.13) consecutive pair.   Crisp, fl at uncirculated.  (2)  

 $500 

   2587 
  Ten shillings,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to Coombs/Wilson 
(1952), G/14 (R.13), A/71 (R.14), B/22 and B/39 (R.15) (2).   
Fine - very fi ne.  (4)  

 $100 

     

 2588* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1952) B/38 490307 (R.15).   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $150 

   2589 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1952), A/75 205974 (R.15) 
fi rst serial prefi x.   Nearly fi ne.   

 $50 
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 2590* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/56 099999 (R.17).   
Nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $120 

     

 2591* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/12 887068/9 
(R.17) consecutive pair.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $200 

   

2592* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/35 371522/4 
(R.17), consecutive trio.   Trace of crease folds, uncirculated.  
(3)  

 $200 

   2593 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/12 887045/49 
(R.17) a run of fi ve consecutive notes.   Uncirculated.  (5)  

 $500 

   2594 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/12 887059/66 
(R.17) a run of eight consecutive notes.   Uncirculated.  (8)  

 $800     

 2595 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/58 561839 (R.10) 
and ten pounds, V/2 949428 (R.57).   Very good, the second 
with repaired top left corner.  (2)  

 $400 

   2596 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1936), to one pound, Coombs/
Wilson (1961) (R.11 (2), 14, 15, 17, 28 (2), 29 (2), 34b), plus 
assortment of world notes (21).   Fair - uncirculated.  (31)  

 $300 

   2597 
  Ten shillings to ten pounds,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1938/40), 
ten shillings, F/3 726106 and F/23 945499 (R.12) (2), one 
pound, P/68 682969 (R.29) and ten pounds, V/3 426141 
(R.58F).   Fine - good very fi ne.  (4)  

 $400 

   2598 
  Ten shillings,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to ten pounds, 
Coombs/Wilson (1960) (R.13F, 14, 15, 16, 30a, 33, 34b, 45, 
46, 47, 49, 50, 60, 62, 63F).   Fine - uncirculated.  (15)  

 $850 

   2599 
  Ten shillings,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/40 031962 
(R.13); Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/28 486323, AF/48 
657305, AG/15 933354 (R.17); one pound, Sheehan/
McFarlane (1938) P/45 461932 9R.29); Coombs/Wilson 
(1961) HJ/04 413253, HK/41 623412 (R.34b); fi ve pounds 
(1954) TA/48 306436, TA/57 388093, TB/38 864282 (R.49); 
ten pounds (1954) WA/14 086159 (R.62), WA/35 950669 
(R.63).   Very good - good extremely fi ne.  (12)  

 $500 

   2600 
  Ten shillings,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/35 181813 
(R.13F), Coombs/Wilson (1954) AH/38 596754 (R.16); 
one pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) P/7 306740 (R.29), 
Armitage/McFarlane (1942) P/90 007684 (R.30a), Coombs/
Watt (1949) I//37 470588 (R.31); Coombs/Wilson (1953) 
HB/87 030705, HF/55 052116, HK/05 506882, HK/35 
380153 (R.33) (4); fi ve pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) 
TA/61 936902, TC/77 835916 (R.49) (2); ten pounds, 
Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/58 045291 (R.62).   Very good 
- extremely fi ne.  (12)  

 $300 

   2601 
  Ten shillings,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to one dollar, 
Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.  13, 30a, 34b (2), 78 (single, runs of 
four and fi ve)) also USA, one dollar, 1974, 1993, fi ve dollars, 
1958, ten dollars 1993.  Fair - uncirculated (18)  

 $50 
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   2602 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) AH/41 892021 (R.16); 
one pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HI/99 303939 (R.33); 
fi ve pounds, Coombs/Wilson 1954 TB/70 821201 (R.49); 
ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/54 625706 (R.62).   
Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated.  (4)  

 $200 

   2603 
  Ten shillings - ten pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1954-1961) 
(R.17 (4), 34a, 34b (3), 62, 63).   Very good - very fi ne.  (10)  

 $120 

   2604 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) AF/00, AE/54, AH/42, 
AH/55 (R.17) (4); also, one pound, HG/97, HJ/56 (R.34a, 
b) (2).   Fine - very fi ne.  (6)  

 $70 

   2605 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/50 815945 (R.17); 
one pound, Riddle/ Sheehan (1933) M/71 381031 last 
prefi x (R.28L), Coombs/Watt (1949) W/56 910847 (R.31), 
Coombs/Wilson (1952) W/81 395266 (R.32), Coombs/
Wilson (1961) HG/34 561264 (R.34b) (5); world notes, 
(19).   Good - extremely fi ne.  (24)  

 $120 

   2606 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) to fi fty dollars, Fraser/
Higgins (1990) (R.17 (2), 34b (2), 47, 50, 63, 71, 73L, 78 
(2), 83, 84, 202, 219 (2), 224 (2), 301, 303, 304 (2), 305, 
307a, 310bF, 310b (17), 313b, 401 (2), 404, 407b, 411, 412, 
416a, 505 (2), 512).   Very good - uncirculated, all on Vario 
sheets in green slip-case Lighthouse album.  (53)  

 $1,000 

     

 2607* 
  One pound,   Collins/Allen (1910) superscribed issue on 
The National Bank of Australasia Limited, one pound, 
Melbourne, undated, No.Z145930, superscribed serial E 
680071 (R.S50).   Minor folds and creasing, two small tone 
spots in right margin, crisp original paper, very fi ne or better 
and rare, especially in this condition.   

 $3,500 

     

 2608* 
  One pound,   Collins/Allen (1913) No. A 171485 C (R.18e) 
sloped top serif 1's on right hand side serial (see McDonald 
p422).   Original body, nearly fi ne.   

 $750 

     

 2609* 
  One pound,   Cerutty/Collins (1918) D 384696 A (R.21).   
Three pin holes, fi ne.   

 $500 

     

 2610* 
  One pound,   Kell/Collins (1926) H/74 669720 (R.24).   Many 
creases and folds, crisp original paper, good fi ne.   

 $350 

   2611 
  One pound,   Kell/Collins (1926) H/58 981287 (R.24).   Very 
good.   

 $120 
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 2612* 
  One pound,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/9 529242/3 
(R.26) consecutive pair.   Crisp with light centre folds, nearly 
uncirculated.  (2)  

 $2,500 
 Private purchase from The Rare Coin Company. 

     

 2613* 
  One pound,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/25 679475 (R.26).   
Good extremely fi ne.   

 $1,000 

   

2614* 
  One pound,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/42 580567 (R.26).   
Crisp, nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $450 

     

 2615* 
  One pound,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/67 007619 
(R.26).   Good very fi ne.   

 $150 

     

 2616* 
  One pound,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/56 173023 
(R.26).   Very fi ne.   

 $200 

   2617 
  One pound,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/72 350502 
(R.26), last serial prefi x.   Creases, otherwise nearly very 
fi ne.   

 $200 

   2618 
  One pound,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/65 617055 (R.26); 
Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/78 785808 (R.27a) thick signature.   
Toned, very fi ne; fi ne and scarce.  (2)  

 $400 

   2619 
  One pound,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) to Coombs/Wilson 
(1961) (R.26, 28, 29 (2), 30a (4), 30b, 31 (4), 32 (5), 33 (2), 
34b (5)).   Good - nearly uncirculated.  (25)  

 $600 

 Ex S.J.Green Collection, mostly from Noble Numismatics Sales 104-7. 

   2620 
  One pound,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/8 352189 (R.26); 
Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) O/98 979765 (R.29); Armitage/
McFarlane (1942) H/3 234498 (R.30a).   First note trimmed, 
fi ne - very fi ne.  (3)  

 $200 

     

 2621* 
  One pound,   Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/82 755318 (R.27a) 
thick signature.   Crisp and original, very fi ne.   

 $500 
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 2622* 
  One pound,   Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/96 676121 (R.27b) 
thin signature.   Crisp and original, good very fi ne.   

 $500 

     

 2623* 
  One pound,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) N/25 739340/4 (R.28), 
a run of fi ve consecutive notes.   Slight toning on back of the 
last, nearly uncirculated - virtually uncirculated and rare 
thus.  (5)  

 $7,000 

   2624 
  One pound,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) N/69 183900/01 (R.28) 
consecutive pair.   Very fi ne - good very fi ne.  (2)  

 $500 

   

2625* 
  One pound,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) L/30 339090 (R.28).   
Has been fl attened and cleaned, otherwise nearly extremely 
fi ne.   

 $600 

   2626 
  One pound,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) L/1, N/44, N/59, N/62 
(2), N/68 (R.28).   Fine - good fi ne.  (6)  

 $200 

     

 2627* 
  One pound,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) O/40 025141/2 
(R.29) consecutive pair.   Virtually uncirculated.  (2)  

 $1,000 

     

 2628* 
  One pound,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) O/72 699601 
(R.29).   Flattened, extremely fi ne.   

 $200 

   2629 
  One pound,   Sheehan McFarlane (1938) O/60 532161 
(R.29).   Flattened of creases and folds but still crisp, good 
very fi ne.   

 $100 

   2630 
  One pound,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) to Coombs/Watt 
(1949), N/89, N/98, O/86, P/39 (R.29) (4), H/34, H/55 
(R.30b) (2), w/48 (R.31).   Good fi ne - good very fi ne.  (7)  

 $250 

   2631 
  One pound,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) P/46, P/62, P/66 
(R.29) (3); Armitage/McFarlane (1942) H/26 (R.30a), 
K/87 (R.30b); Coombs/Watt (1949) I/42, I/65, I/89 (R.31) 
(3); Coombs/Wilson (1952) X/11, X/25, X/27 (R.32) (3); 
Coombs/Wilson (1953) HA/59, HC/81, HD/10 (R.33) (3); 
Coombs/Wilson (1961) HI/94, HJ/68 (R.34b) (2).   Very good 
- extremely fi ne.  (16)  

 $150 
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   2632 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1952) X/9, X/18 (R.32), 
(1953), HE/85 (R.33).   Very fi ne.  (3)  

 $50 

   

2633* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) HJ/53 999999 (R.346) 
solid number penultimate to the one million number note.   
Good fi ne.   

 $300 

   2634 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) HH/84 326901/93 a 
consecutive run of eighty six notes, missing from the sequence 
02, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 87 (R.34b) part of an orginal pack.   
All with light centre fold, good extremely fi ne - nearly 
uncirculated, mostly nearly uncirculated.  (86)  

 $2,500 

   2635 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) HJ/55 424101/4 (R.34b) 
a run of four consecutive notes.   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $300 

   2636 
  One pound,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) M/90 322255 (R.28); 
also fi ve pounds, R/14 504996 (R.44b).   Fine; rust spots and 
tears, one repaired with tape, otherwise fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

     

 2637* 
  Five pounds,   Kell/Collins (1924) Q/1 697582 (R.38a).   
Toned paper with small stain bottom right corner, otherwise 
original, good very fi ne.   

 $1,000 

   2638 
  Five pounds,   Kell/Collins (1924) Q/1 859020 (R.38a) black 
signatures.   Folds, creases, two pin holes front left side insude 
design, a 2mm piece missing in top border, some rust marks, 
nearly fi ne.   

 $400 

     

 2639* 
  Five pounds,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/20 428709 
(R.42).   Crisp and original, good extremely fi ne and rare 
as such.   

 $3,000 

     

 2640* 
  Five pounds,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/23 03309 
(R.42).   Original, very fi ne and rare thus.   

 $1,500 

     

 2641* 
  Five pounds,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/22 550678 
(R.42).   With vertical and horizontal centre folds, trimmed, 
fl attened, nearly very fi ne.   

 $750 

     

 2642* 
  Five pounds,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/10 195209 (R.44aL) 
pink face, last prefi x.   Original paper, very fi ne and very 
rare.   

 $1,500 
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 2643* 
  Five pounds,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/20 175214 (R.44b) 
white face.   Creases and folds, good fi ne.   

 $600 

     

 2644* 
  Five pounds,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/15 514246 (R.44b) 
white face.   Good fi ne.   

 $450 

     

 2645* 
  Five pounds,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/20 597918 
(R.45).   Very fi ne.   

 $250 

   2646 
  Five pounds,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/30 874858; 
888795 (R.45).   Extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $500 
 In PCGS holders as EF40 and EF45. 

     

part

 2647* 
  Five pounds,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/29 280605 
(R.45); Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/45 115525 (R.46).   
Flattened good very fi ne; fl attened very fi ne.  (2)  

 $1,000 

   2648 
  Five pounds,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/31 840695 
(R.45); Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/45 169248 (R.48).   Very 
good - fi ne.  (2)  

 $150 

     

 2649* 
  Five pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/84 665820 
(R.46) last prefi x.   Good very fi ne.   

 $200 

     

 2650* 
  Five pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/50 729871 
(R.46).   Original, good very fi ne.   

 $200 

   2651 
  Five pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1941), R/37 320085 
(R.46).   Flattened, good very fi ne.   

 $150 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, previously from an Australian Coin 
Auctions Sale (lot 2197). 

   2652 
  Five pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/82 473575 
(R.46).   Flattened, very fi ne.   

 $100 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, previously from Colonial Auctions, 
June 2006 (lot 679). 

   2653 
  Five pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/61, R/67 (R.46), 
Coombs/Watt (1949) S/0 (R.47).   Fine.  (3)  

 $100 

   2654 
  Five pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1941) to Coombs/Wilson 
(1960) (R.46, 47 (2), 48 (2), 49, 50 (4)).   Very good - good 
extremely fi ne.  (10)  

 $500 

 Ex S.J.Green Collection, mostly from Noble Numismatics Sales 105 (6) 
and 107 (1). 
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 2655* 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Watt (1949) R/87 476472 (R.47).   
Crisp note, centre fold, good very fi ne.   

 $120 

   2656 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/13 959145 and 
TB/11 028181 (R.49).   Flat, good very fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, previously from Colonial Auctions, 
June 2006 (lot 683). 

   2657 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/80, TA/81, TA/82, 
TA/82 (R.49) (4), (1961) TC/48, TB/92 (R.50) (2).   Fine - 
extremely fi ne.  (6)  

 $300 

   2658 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/80 463601/3 
consecutive trio, 606/10 a run of fi ve consecutive, 613/20 
a run of eight consecutive, 671, 673, 675, 677, 679/80 
consecutive pair (R.49).   All with centre folds, good extremely 
fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  (22)  

 $1,000 

   2659 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/11 119261, TC/49 
000432, TC/70 511506 (R.50).   Very fi ne or better, the fi rst 
and the last with margin nicks.  (3)  

 $150 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection the last two ex Colonial Auctions, June 
2006 (lot 685). 

   2660 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/18 044685, TC/80 
329816 (R.50) (2).   Fine - good very fi ne.  (2)  

 $50 

     

 2661* 
  Ten pounds,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) U/3 384138 (R.55).   
Two pin holes and minor margin nicks, a full note, nearly 
fi ne.   

 $1,200 

     

 2662* 
  Ten pounds,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/1 458394 (R.57).   
Original paper, light centre fold, good extremely fi ne and 
rare as such.   

 $2,000 

     

 2663* 
  Ten pounds,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/1 059000 (R.57).   
Crisp and original, tiny ink stain top right corner, otherwise 
nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $1,500 

     

 2664* 
  Ten pounds,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/1 634393 (R.57).   
Original paper, fi ne.   

 $600 

     

 2665* 
  Ten pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1943), V/7 409568 
(R.59).   Crisp and fl at, virtually uncirculated.   

 $600 
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 2666* 
  Ten pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/14 062326 
(R.59L) last prefi x.   Small edge nick bottom left margin, 
original paper, very fi ne.   

 $300 

   2667 
  Ten pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/14 511075 
(R.59L) last prefi x.   Nearly very fi ne.   

 $120 

   2668 
  Ten pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/11 302503 
(R.59).   Repairs to top margin, very good.   

 $80 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, previously from Colonial Auctions, 
June 2006 (lot 687a). 

   2669 
  Ten pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1943) to Coombs/Wilson 
(1960) (R.59, 62, 63).   Good fi ne; extremely fi ne; good 
extremely fi ne.  (3)  

 $400 

 Ex S.J.Green Collection, second from Pacifi c Rim 17, others from an auction 
in 1978. 

     

 2670* 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Watt (1949) V/20 812276 (R.60).   Crisp, 
trace of centre fold, otherwise virtually uncirculated.   

 $1,000 

     

 2671* 
  Ten Pounds,   Coombs/Watt (1949) V/17 733249 (R.60).   
Original body, extremely fi ne.   

 $600 

   2672 
  Ten Pounds,   Coombs/Watt (1949) V/15 731064 (R.60F) 
fi rst prefi x.   Glue or cellotape remnants at right, otherwise 
good fi ne.   

 $150 

     

 2673* 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1952) V/23 412649/50 (R.61) 
consecutive pair.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $15,000 

 Private purchase from The Rare Coin Company. 

     

 2674* 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/00 374312 
fi rst prefi x (R.62F).   Small tear and tiny nick on top edge, 
otherwise crisp nearly uncirculated and rare.   

 $500 

   2675 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/17 803748 (R.62), 
(1960) WA/55 366941 (R.63).   Flattened, good very fi ne; 
nearly uncirculated.  (2)  

 $500 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, the second from an Australian Coin 
Auctions Sale (lot 2272). 

   2676 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/25 563312 (R.62), 
(1960), WA/45 499790 (R.63).   Nearly extremely fi ne; good 
fi ne.  (2)  

 $150 

   2677 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/22 833261/2 
consecutive pair, 296, 299 (R.62).   Centre folds, minor toning, 
extremely fi ne or better.  (4)  

 $400 
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2678* 
  Fifty pounds,   Cerutty/Collins (1918) No.Y 444052 (R.67c).   
Folds and creases, Bank of Adelaide stamped on front top left 
and back top right sides of note, a 7x7x7mm triangle shape 
tear in centre still attached to note, very good and rare.   

 $8,000 

   WAR  RELATED  ISSUES 

     

 2679* 
  World War II,   Camp Seven Bank, Internment Camp Hay, 
Three Pence (1941), on card, No. 444, signed R.Stahl, with 
ink rubber stamp seal on front (Bulluss recorded only three 
examples).   Extremely fi ne and extremely rare, only fi ve or 
six known.   

 $1,500 

 Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 53 (lot 4363). 

     

 2680* 
  Tatura Internment Camp Group,   No.1 Camp, Victoria, 
canteen coupons, 6d, 90585/7, joined strip of three, printed 
by Miller, Melbourne, 'No.1 CAMP/Tatura Internment 
Camp' ink rubber stamped on backs.   Extremely fi ne and 
extremely rare.  (3)  

 $1,000 
 Ex Spink Australia Sale 32 (lot 916). 

     

[art

 2681* 
  Commonwealth of Australia,   Savings Certificate, fifty 
pounds, type F, seven years series, post WWII, issued 20 Dec 
1946, The Commercial Bank of Australia Limited, Sydney 
ink rubber stamp, A 010867/8 consecutive pair, with 'S' in 
top right corner, signed S.G.McFarlane, Secretary to the 
Treasury, payable 1st December 1953 (R.WF4a).   Nearly 
uncirculated and a rare type.  (2)  

 $300 

   2682 
  Commonwealth of Australia,   Savings Certificate, fifty 
pounds, type F, seven years series, post WWII, issued 20 Dec 
1946, The Commercial Bank of Australia Limited, Sydney 
ink rubber stamp, A A 088468/70 consecutive trio, with 'S' 
in top right corner, signed S.G.McFarlane, Secretary to the 
Treasury, payable 1st December 1953 (R.WF4a).   Nearly 
uncirculated and a rare type.  (3)  

 $450 

   2683 
  Commonwealth of Australia,   Savings Certificate, fifty 
pounds, type F, seven years series, post WWII, from 1st Dec 
1946, Bank of New South Wales, Tattersall Branch, NSW 
ink rubber stamp, A 014260/4 a run of fi ve consecutive, with 
'S' in top right corner, signed S.G.McFarlane, Secretary to 
the Treasury, payable 1st December 1953 (R.WF4a).   Nearly 
uncirculated and a rare type.  (5)  

 $800 

   2684 
  Commonwealth of Australia,   World War II, motor spirit 
ration tickets, two (pair) and fi ve (pair) gallons.   Nearly 
extremely fi ne.  (4)  

 $50 

     2685 
  YMCA,   meal coupon, Pitt Street, Sydney, Breakfast Only, 
No.C3837, possibly WWII period.   Small stain lower left 
corner, otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $70 
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   SPECIMEN  NOTES 

    

  

 2686* 
  Five shillings,   specimen note, Cerutty/Collins (1916) overprinted in blue 'SPECIMEN' on front of note, an unissued note, 
possibly ten in existence.   Light vertical centre fold, nearly uncirculated and extremely rare.   

 $70,000 

 Ex C.J.Cerutty Estate, from Noble Numismatics Sale 47 (lot 3477) and private purchase from The Rare Coin Company.

The notes were printed in 1916 without signatures. The addition of signatures occurred later, but exactly when cannot be established. On 5 February 1920, 
the Treasurer of the Commonwealth (Mr Watt), announced that passengers bound for foreign countries were only to take as much Australian silver coin as 
was necessary for the trip, but in no case was the total to exceed £3.0.0. The move was initiated by the extraordinary rise in the price of standard silver, and 
a shortage of silver coin being experienced, probably because of that factor. It was stated that an issue of 5/- notes was contemplated to ease the shortage of 
silver coin. The plates to print the notes had been prepared and an amendment was to be sought to enable their issue. Later the Commonwealth Bank Act 
had included in it the authority to issue 5/- notes. Such notes however, were never issued. It would appear that a total of 1,020,000 notes were printed with 
virtually all being burned in 1922.
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 2687* 
  Ten pounds,   Kell/Collins (1925), issued Specimen note, with numbers U/1 000218, serial number and signatures in black, 
watermarked basketweave pattern around edges '£10' '£10' above 'Commonwealth' below 'of Australia', perforated 
'Cancelled' across note (153mm long) an upset cancellation, with 22mm high letters, two holes 9mm in diameter to left of 
the note and with 1mm black diagonal lines on both sides of the note, (R.54, Vort-Ronald 46 [Fig.68 illustrated U/1 000211 
without diagonal black lines], McDonald 77b).   Crisp, nearly uncirculated and extremely rare, the only specimen note of this 
type ever offered at auction.   

 $40,000 

 Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 58 (lot 4876) and private purchase from The Rare Coin Company.

A total of 866,000 were printed with this signature combination which include 347,000 issued in 1925. This number is recorded as part of a group of 22 
numbers used for specimen notes (p.74 Vort-Ronald). This is the third lowest number recorded and a unique combination of the second type cancellation for 
'Cancelled' with the additional diagonal line cancellation used in the fourth specimen cancellation. It suggests the note was initially cancelled as a Specimen 
note in the mid 1920s and recancelled with the diagonals characteristic of Specimen issues from the 1936 notes. Michael Vort-Ronald discussed this issue in 
'Australian Banknotes' on pages 71-75 in chapter 7 on Specimen notes and pages 200-202 on the ten pounds note issue. 
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lot 2688
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part

  2688* 
  Decimal specimen banknotes,   type one, two each representing 
front and back of notes of the one dollar, Coombs/Wilson 
AAA 000000; two dollars, Coombs/Wilson FAA 000000; 
fi ve dollars, Coombs/Randall NAA 000000; ten dollars, 
Coombs/Wilson SAA 000000; twenty dollars, Coombs/
Wilson XAA 000000, with small oval stamp overprinted 
red 'SPECIMEN' in the watermarked area on both sides of 
notes (R.71SPA, 81SPA, 91SPA, 101SPA, 111SPA), these 
notes are contained in a special book printed by the Reserve 
Bank in 1966 and were presented to prominent people and 
those directly connected with the design and printing of the 
decimal notes, this book is signed by ten offi cials associated 
with the note issue, including Roland Wilson.   Uncirculated.  
(10 notes)  

 $30,000 

     

 2689* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) type one specimen note, 
FAA 000000 (R.71SPA) overprinted with a small oval stamp 
'SPECIMEN' in red.   Uncirculated.   

 $4,000 

 Private purchase from the Rare Coin Company. 

     

 2690* 
  Fifty dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974) type three specimen, 
YAA 000000 (McDs21), 'SPECIMEN No.0224' overprinted 
in red.   Uncirculated.   

 $6,000 

 Private purchase from The Rare Coin Company. 

     

 2691* 
  One hundred dollars,   Johnston/Stone (1984) type four 
specimen ZAA 000000 (McDs28) overprinted 'SPECIMEN' 
in red on front of note and 'SPECIMEN No.0531'.   
Uncirculated.   

 $8,000 

 Private purchase from The Rare Coin Company. 

     

 2692* 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) type four specimen, AA 00 
000000 (McDs30) overprinted 'SPECIMEN' in red on front 
of note and 'SPECIMEN No.0064' in red on back of note.   
Uncirculated.   

 $10,000 

 Private purchase from The Rare Coin Company. 
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 2693* 
  One hundred dollars,   polymer, Faser/Evans (1996) type fi ve 
specimen, AA 96 000000 (McDs34) overprinted in red on 
front of note 'SPECIMEN No.0874' and 'SPECIMEN' on 
back of note.   In folder, uncirculated.   

 $8,500 

 Private purchase from The Rare Coin Company. 

     

 2694* 
  Ten dollars,   polymer issue, Macfarlane/Henry (2002) AF 02 
000000.   Uncirculated.   

 $700 

 This note was cut from a charity auction full sheet of banknotes.

Private purchase from The Rare Coin Company. 

     

 2695* 
  Ten dollars,   polymer issue, Macfarlane/Henry (2002) CH 
02 0000OO.   Uncirculated.   

 $700 

 This note was cut from a charity auction full sheet of banknotes.

Private purchase from The Rare Coin Company. 

   

2696* 
  Ten dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002), uncut vertical pair 
from left side of charity auction sheet, specimen serial DC/
DD 02 000000.   Uncirculated and very rare.   

 $1,500 

     

 2697* 
  Ten Dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) polymer specimen 
note AA 02 000000, only released in sheet form for charity 
auction.   Uncirculated.   

 $2,000 

 Private purchase from The Rare Coin Company. 
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2698* 
  Five dollars,   Stevens/Henry (2007), uncut vertical pair, top 
left corner of charity auction sheet, specimen serials CG/CH 
07 000000.   Uncirculated and very rare.   

 $1,500 

   STAR  NOTES 

     

 2699* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/99 86248* (R.34bs).   
Crisp and original full bodied note, light centre fold and 
minor handling creases, good extremely fi ne and rare as 
such.   

 $4,500 

     

 2700* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/88 84365* (R.34bs).   
Virtually uncirculated and rare in this condition.   

 $4,500 

   

2701* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/86 77777* (R.346S) 
solid number star note.   Very good and very rare.   

 $500 
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 2702* 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAD 17933* (R.71s).   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $1,250 

     

 2703* 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAD 43670* (R.71s).   
Nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $500 

     

 2704* 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAJ 17407* (R.73s).   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $1,250 

     

 2705* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFD 98568* (R.81s).   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $1,500 

     

 2706* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFC 04099*/100* 
(R.81s) consecutive pair.   Crisp notes, light creases, second 
note with light centre fold, very fi ne - good very fi ne.  (2)  

 $750 

   

2707* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) ZFK 09193* (R.82s) 
last prefi x.   Flattened, extremely fi ne.   

 $750 

   2708 
  Two dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) ZFR 00148*/9* 
(R.83s).   Flattened of folds and creases, second note cleaned 
and with 2mm tear bottom edge, good fi ne.  (2)  

 $400 

     

 2709* 
  Five dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) ZNB 26151* (R.202s).   
Nearly uncirculated and rare.   

 $5,000 

   2710 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 77741* fi rst prefi x 
star note (R.301sF).   Light foxing on back left edge and 
slightly dirty, otherwise nearly fi ne.   

 $100 
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 2711* 
  Ten dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) ZSG 41363* (R.303s).   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $2,000 

   ERROR  NOTES 

    

  

 2712* 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Watt (1949) V/17 730432 (R.60) 
paper obstruction to print on the back.   Good very fi ne and 
possibly unique.   

 $3,500 

     

 2713* 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982), DHG 650085, intaglio 
ink fadeout on front resulting in missing titles below (R.78).   
Very fi ne.   

 $300 

   2714 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) DNG 734333 (R.78) 
some ink smudging to left serial number.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   2715 
  Two dollars,   Knight/Wheeler (1976), HQQ 332992, last 
serial digit faded on left and right (R.86b).   Uncirculated.   

 $80 

    

  

 2716* 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985), LAR 001064, 
registration shift and paper fold errors (R.89).   Good very 
fi ne, a rare double error.   

 $350 

     

 2717* 
  Ten dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) SST 535943, partial wet 
ink transfer, from the front to the back (R.303).   Very fi ne.   

 $200 
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 2718* 
  Ten dollars,   Johnson/Fraser (1985) UHE 309968 (R.309) 
missing simultan printing phase on back.   Nearly uncirculated 
and rare.   

 $1,000 

     

 2719* 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985), UHP 763246, partially 
missing intaglio printing phase on back (obstruction) 
(R.309).   Good extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $500 

     

 2720* 
  Twenty dollars,   Knight/Wheeler (1976), XLL 037712, 
Gothic centre thread, partial wet ink transfer of the front 
to the back (R.406a).   Uncirculated.   

 $200 

   DECIMAL  ISSUES 

   2721 
  Reserve Bank of Australia,   decimal training notes, consisting 
of fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one hundred dollars, printed 
on paper originally intended for fi ve shilling notes of 1946.   
Uncirculated.  (30 sets, 150)  

 $100 

 See Vort-Ronald, Miscellaneous Australian Notes p65. 

   2722 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Phillips/Wheeler 
(1972), AAN, AAQ (R.71) (2), APP (2, consecutive pair), 
AJG, AJX (R.73) (4), BDY (5, consecutive) (R.74) (5).   Very 
fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  (11)  

 $70 

   2723 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Stone (1982) 
(R.71, 72, 73, 74, 75 (2), 76a, 76bL, 76c, 77, 78 (2)).   Nearly 
uncirculated - uncirculated, mostly uncirculated and some 
rare.  (12)  

 $400 

   2724 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) CAN 111478 (R.71); 
Knight/Stone (1979) DER 383803/12 (R.77) (10); Johnston/
Stone (1982) DHA and DHB 278702/5, DKN 825332/3, 
DKN 825356/85 (R.78) (40).   Uncirculated.  (51)  

 $100 

     

 2725* 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Randall (1967) AGF 717462 (R.72).   
Uncirculated and rare as such.   

 $300 

   2726 
  One dollar,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) DBP 909932/3 (R.76b) 
consecutive pair of DBP test notes.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $100 

   2727 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1988), DLD 093239/329 (R.78), 
pack with twenty notes missing 252-56, 64-68, 82-86, 308-
312.   Uncirculated.  (80)  

 $150 

   2728 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) DNG 621007/106 (R.78) 
original pack of one hundred cosecutive notes.   Uncirculated.  
(100)  

 $250 

   2729 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) to twenty dollars, 
Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.71, 74, 76a, 78, 88, 207, 208, 
212, 213, 303, 308 (2), 408, 408aF).   Nearly uncirculated 
- uncirculated.  (14)  

 $400 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, previously from Colonial Auctions, 
June 2006 (lot 767). 
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   2730 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.71) (19), also AAA 
600246 fi rst prefi x (R.71F), Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.72) 
(2), Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.74) (4), and (1974) (R.75) 
(2), Knight/Wheeler (1976) centre thread and side thread 
(3) (R.76a, 76c [3]) (4); two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) 
(R.81), Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.83) (7, includes FXR 
909001/5 consecutive), Phillips/Wheeler (1974) (R.85) (3), 
Knight/Wheeler (1976) OCRB side thread (R.86c) (4); fi ve 
dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) Gothic centre thread (2) and 
side thread (R.206a [2], 206b) (3); fi fty dollars, Johnston/
Stone (1983).   Fine - nearly uncirculated.  (51)  

 $200 

   2731 
  One dollar - fi fty dollars,   one dollar (1966) AAA 223608 fi rst 
prefi x (R.71F), 1967 (R.72), 1969 (R.73), 1972 (R.74) (2), 
1976 (R.76a), (R.76c) (2), 1979 (R.77) 1982 consecutive pair 
(R.78), 1982 (R.78), 1982 DPS 882179 last prefi x (R.78L); 
two dollars, 1966 (R.81), 1983 (R.88), 1985 (R.89); fi ve 
dollars, 1967 (R.202), 1972 (R.204), 2001 (R.219), 2001 
JD 01 781030 last prefi x (R.219L); 1992 consecutive pair 
(R.214i), 1992 (R.214i), 1992 dated July (R.214), 1996 
(R.218a), 2016 consecutive pair (R.224), 2016 consecutive 
pair, last prefi x (R.224L), 2016 (R.224) (4); ten dollars, 1979 
(R.307a) 1988 consecutive pair (R.310b), 1988 (R.310b) 
(2), 1993 (R.316a), 1993 consecutive pair (R.316a); twenty 
dollars, 1994 (R.416a), 2013 (422a); fi fty dollars, 2009 
(R.521c).   Very good - uncirculated.  (44)  

 $500 

   2732 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Randall (1969) to twenty dollars, 
Macfarlane/Henry (2002) (R.73, 74, 76bF, 89, 219 (2)); also, 
spurious errors on (R.214 (2), 420a).   Fine - uncirculated.  
(9)  

 $200 

   2733 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Randall (1969) (R.73)(3); Knight/Stone 
(1979) (R.77)(14); Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78)(15); two 
dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.84); Knight/Stone (1979) 
(R.87); Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.89)(28); fi ve dollars, 
Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.209a)(7).   Fine - uncirculated.  
(69)  

 $150 

   2734 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Randall (1969) to one hundred dollars, 
Fraser/Evans (1996) (R.73 (5), 74 (6), 76a pair of single, 
77 (3), 78 (6), 83, 84, 85, 87 (run of four), 88 pair and two 
singles, 89 (29), 204, 209a, 209b run of four with pair (single 
(2), three pairs and run of four), 214 run of ten,  213 (pair), 
214 (2), 216 (3), 301 (2), 303, 304 (2), 308, 309 (4), 310 
folder, 310b, 312, 313 (3), 316a (5), 412, 413, 416, 608, 
609, 613, 616) all in white plastic binder album.   Very good 
- uncirculated.  (129)  

 $1,000 

   2735 
  One dollar,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) centre thread CEN 
798152 (R.76c), Johnston/Stone (1982) DKF 840770/4 
(R.78) (4); two dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) HJK 008888 
(R.85), Knight/Wheeler (1976) OCRB side thread HUU 
034363, JAA 183917/8 (R.86b (3); fi ve dollars, Knight/
Wheeler (1976) Gothic side thread NRP 247916, NTG 
999300 (R.206b) (2); ten dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) 
Gothic centre thread TFB 145808 (R.306a); twenty dollars, 
Johnston/Stone (1983) VNE 879824/8 (R.408) (5); fi fty 
dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) centre thread YBT 657470 
(R.506a).   Some with fold or crease, overall good extremely 
fi ne - uncirculated.  (18)  

 $250 

   2736 
  One dollars,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.76c) (2); Knight/
Stone (1979) (R.77); Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) (5); two 
dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) (R.85); Knight/Wheeler 
(R.86c); Knight/Stone (1979) (R.87) (2); Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) (R.89) (18); fi ve dollars Macfarlane/Evans (2001) 
(R.219) (5); ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) (R.316a); 
Fraser/Evans (1993) (R.515); one hundred dollars, Fraser/
Higgins (1990) (R.612); Fraser/Evans (1996) (R.616).   Good 
- nearly uncirculated.  (39)  

 $340 

   2737 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) - one hundred dollars 
Macfarlane/Evans (1998), one dollars, DKA run of fi ve, 
DLN run of four, DJQ consecutive pair (R.78) (11); two 
dollars, LKL run of ten, LKN run of four, LFQ, KDD, LHB 
consecutive pairs (R.89) (20); fi ve dollars, QLQ, QLX, QNF 
(R.213) (3), AA 18 run of twenty consecutive (R.214) (20), 
EC 01, FG 01, EB 01 run four consecutive (R.219) (6), AA 16 
(R.224F); ten dollars, MAF run of fi ve consecutive (R.312) 
(5), MQB run of ten consecutive (R.313b) (10), AB 28, AB 
29 (R.310b) (2), DA 93 run of fi ve consecutive (R.316a) (5); 
twenty dollars, REH run of twenty consecutive (R.412) (20), 
DM 94 run of ten consecutive (R.416a) (10); fi fty dollars, 
WTJ run of fi ve consecutive (R.515) (5), EG 95 run of nine 
consecutive (R.516a) (9); one hundred dollars, CJ 99 two 
consecutive pairs (R.618b) (4).   Uncirculated, on Vario sheets 
in a blue slip-case Lighthouse album.  (132)  

 $2,500 

   2738 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) (R.81, 82 (2), 83, 84 (2), 85 (2), 86a, 86b, 86c, 87 (3), 
88, 89).   Very fi ne - uncirculated, mostly uncirculated.  (16)  

 $200 

   2739 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Knight/Stone (1979), 
FAB, FBY (2, consecutive pair), FEX (R.81) (4), HCG (2, 
consecutive pair), HCU (R.84) (3), HQT (R.86a), JGN 
(R.87).   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (9)  

 $100 

   2740 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) FAE 322110 (R.81); 
Coombs/Randall (1967) FNA 560476 (R.82); Knight/Stone 
(1979) JXC 619118/23 (R.87) (6); Johnston/Stone (1983) 
KAF & KAG 635968/71, KAH 635539/48 (R.88 (18); 
Johnston/Fraser (1985) LLZ 310257/8 (R.89) (2).   The 
second with centre fold and creases but crisp and the last two 
with crease and fold, otherwise uncirculated.  (28)  

 $150 
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   2741 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) FNN 880264/5, 7/9, 
71/3 and 5/9 consecutive pair, trios (2) and run of four (R.82).   
Virtually uncirculated.  (12)  

 $300 

   2742 
  Two dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) FXR 909006/20, 22/30, 
36/40, 42/50 (R.83).   Centre fold, otherwise uncirculated.  
(38)  

 $300 

     

 2743* 
  Two dollars,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) HYS 500000 (R.86c).   
Uncirculated, a rare half million serial number.   

 $150 

   2744 
  Five dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967), NAA 138058, NAA 
788420 (R.202F) fi rst prefi x.   Very fi ne; extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $300 

   2745 
  Five dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967), NAD 873575/6 
(R.202) consecutive pair.   Light centre fold, nearly 
uncirculated.  (2)  

 $200 

   2746 
  Five dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967), NAT 595491/2, 4 
(R.202) pair with single, one apart.   Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $70 

   2747 
  Five dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) to Fraser/Cole (1992) 
(R.202, 203, 204, 205 (2), 206a, 206b, 206c, 207, 208 (2), 
209a (2, including PRR 000028), 209b, 214).   Uncirculated, 
many scarce.  (15)  

 $400 

   2748 
  Five dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1972) NJJ 797069 (R.204).   
Centre fold, nearly uncirculated.   

 $50 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection. 

   2749 
  Five dollars,   Knight/Stone (1979) PCB 493368/9 (R.207) 
(2); Johnston/Stone (1983) PEC 787252/6 (R.208) (5); 
Fraser/Higgins (1990) QGU 706177/96 (R.212) (20).   
Uncirculated.  (27)  

 $250 

   2750 
  Five dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.209a) (19); Fraser/
Higgins (1990) (R.212) (37); Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.213) (7); 
Fraser/Cole (1992) (R.214) (3); Macfarlane/Evans (1998) 
(R.218); Macfarlane/Evans (2001) (R. 219) (10).   Very good 
- uncirculated.  (77)  

 $420 

   2751 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Higgins (1990) QGP 056222/321 pack 
of one hundred consecutive notes (R.212).   Uncirculated.  
(100)  

 $600 

   2752 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1993) (R.314)(4), (R.214i)(2); 
MacFarlane/Evans (1998) (R.218c)(2); (2001) (R.219)(22); 
MacFarlane/Henry (2002) BA 02 (3), EA 02 (3) (R.220aF), 
220aL).   Uncirculated. (36)  

 $250 

   2753 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) consecutive run of fi ve 
HI 95 565 251/255 narrow orientation bands (P.217ai).   
Uncirculated.  (5)  

 $100 

   2754 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) consecutive run of ten 
HI 95 565 241/250 narrow orientation bands (P.217ai).   
Uncirculated.  (10)  

 $220 

   2755 
  Five dollars,   Stevens/Fraser (2016) to twenty dollars, 
Stevens/Parkinson (2013), fi ve dollars, DG16 1244444 
(R.224), ten dollars, AA12, AA15 (R.332aF, 332dF), twenty 
dollars, EL08 410104 and AA13 (R.421b, 422aF).   Very fi ne 
- extremely fi ne.  (5)  

 $100 

   2756 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966), SAA 719464 (R.301) 
fi rst serial prefi x.   Uncirculated.   

 $100 

   2757 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Knight/Wheeler 
(1976), SAA (2), SAB (R.301F, 301) (3), SUB (R.304), TFC 
(R.306b).   Fine - uncirculated.  (5)  

 $150 

   2758 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Evans (1993) 
(R.301, 303, 307b, Mc$10 GF1 (2 folders), R.316a (4)).   
Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated.  (9)  

 $220 

   2759 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.301)(4); Coombs/
Randall (1967) (R.302); Phillips/Randall (1967) (R.303); 
Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.304); (1974) (R.305); Knight/
Wheeler (1976) (R.306b); Knight/Stone (1979) (R.307a); 
Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.308); Johnston/Fraser (1985) 
(R.309)(2); (1988) (R.310a)(2), (R.310bF); Fraser/Higgins 
(1990) (R.312); Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.313b)(7).   Good - 
uncirculated.  (27)  

 $400 
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   2760 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) SEJ, SEN (2) (R.302).   
One SEN with bottom left corner missing, otherwise fi ne.  
(3)  

 $50 

   2761 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) to twenty dollars, 
Macfarlane/Evans (1997) (R.302, McD$10GF1, R.310a, 
310b (3), 316aF, 316a, 316b (2, consecutive), 316bi (2, 
consecutive, 318c (2, consecutive), 321a (4, two consecutive 
pairs), 418b (2, consecutive).   The fi rst good very fi ne, other 
uncirculated.  (20)  

 $400 

   2762 
  Ten dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968), SKJ 302825/34 (R.303) 
ten consecutive.   Uncirculated.  (10)  

 $1,200 

 In ten PCGS holders as Gem New 66 PPQ. 

   2763 
  Ten dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) SKJ 302835/44 a run of 
ten consecutive notes (R.303).   Uncirculated.  (10)  

 $1,200 

 All in individual holders by PCGS, the second and third as 65PPQ Gem New, 
the others 66PPQ Gem New. 

   2764 
  Ten dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1972) SYU 445926/8 (R.304) 
consecutive trio.   Nearly uncirculated.  (3)  

 $100 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, previously from Colonial Auctions, 
June 2006 (lot 743). 

   2765 
  Ten dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1972) TAV 131601/703, a 
pack of one hundred consecutive notes, missing 620, 633, 
671 (R.304).   All with light centre folds, nearly uncirculated.  
(100)  

 $1,500 

   2766 
  Ten dollars,   Knight/Stone (1979) TUZ 510503/4 (R.307b) 
(2); Johnston/Stone (1983) UAZ 552970 (R.308); Johnston/
Fraser (1985) UQU 109384 (R.309); Fraser/Higgins 
(1990) UYZ 222762/3 (R.312) (2); Johnston/Fraser (1988) 
Bicentennial second release AB 29 564904/8, 564930/4 
(R.310b) (10).   The R308 and 309 issues with creases but 
crisp, otherwise uncirculated.  (16)  

 $200 

   2767 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/ Fraser (1985) UKA 000803, 6, 7, 
13, 15/17, 21/22 (R.309) (9), and Fraser/ Cole (1991) 
MLG 366813, 23, MRN 996026/7, 039/080 and 082/126 
(R.313b) (91), all in a pack of one hundred notes.   
Uncirculated.  (100)  

 $1,400 

     

 2768* 
  Ten dollars,   Johnstone/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary first 
release, last prefi x AB 33 943362 (R.310aL).   Printing fl aw 
(6mm) on back otherwise virtually uncirculated and rare.   

 $700 

     

 2769* 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 57 770851 
(R.310bL) last prefi x of second release.   Centre folds and 
creases, otherwise crisp extremely fi ne or better and scarce 
in this condtion.   

 $200 

   2770 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) - Macfarlane/Henry 
(2002) (R.310aL, 310b (3, including consecutive pair), 
316aL (fi ne), 318aF (2, consecutive pair), 320aF (2)).   Except 
where indicated uncirculated, the fi rst rare.  (9)  

 $600 

   2771 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Higgins (1990) UZQ 242937 (R.312); 
twenty dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) EZN 109809 
(R.412); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) bicentennary 
in blue folder AA19, AA20 (7), AA21 (2) (R.310a) (10).   
Uncirculated.  (12)  

 $250 

   2772 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1991), MQJ 571168/75 (R.313b) 
a run of ten consecutive, including radar number 571175.   
Uncirculated.  (10)  

 $300 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, previously from an Australian Coin 
Auctions Sale (lot 1938). 
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 2773* 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1991) MHE 500000 (R.313b).   
Flattened, very fi ne, a rare half million serial number.   

 $200 

   2774 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1991) MLN 403100/2 (R.313b) 
consecutive trio.   Nearly uncirculated.  (3)  

 $100 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, previously from Colonial Auctions, 
June 2006 (lot 745). 

   2775 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993) (R.316a)(3); MacFarlane/
Evans (1998) (R.318cF); MacFarlane/Henry (2002) 
(R.320aF)(2), (R.320aL); (2003) (R.320bF)(20) last notes 
consecutive run of twenty; twenty dollars, MacFarlane/Henry 
(2002) (R.420aF).   Uncirculated.  (28)  

 $420 

     

 2776* 
  Ten dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) BM 03 555555 
(R.320b).   Uncirculated, scarce solid number.   

 $150 

   2777 
  Ten dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) CG 02 888444 
(R.320a) double triple digits; twenty dollars, Macfarlane/
Henry (2005) DF 05 290092 radar note (R.420c); fi fty 
dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) CM 95 455554, QI 95 106601 
radar notes (R.516a), Macfarlane/Henry (2004) AL 04 
460064 radar note (R.520b), Macfarlane/Henry (2005) CA 
05 264462, DF 05 859958 radar notes (R.520c); Macfarlane/
Henry (2006) FC 06 000184 low serial, FH 06 698698 repeat 
triple digits (R.520d).   Fine - uncirculated.  (9)  

 $500 

   2778 
  Ten dollars,   Stevens/Henry (2007) AA 07 272727 (R.321aF) 
fi rst year prefi x with repeating digits.   Uncirculated.   

 $60 

   2779 
  Ten dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.303); Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) (R.309) (3); Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.313) (3); Johnston/
Fraser (1988) (R.310b) (14), (R.310bL) (2); twenty dollars, 
Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.413) (6); Fraser Evans (1993) (R.415) 
(6).   Very good - extremely fi ne.  (35)  

 $470 

     

 2780* 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAA 112983 
(R.401F) fi rst prefi x.   Uncirculated.   

 $300 

   2781 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966), XAJ 680456/7 
(R.401) consecutive pair.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $150 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, previously from an Australian Coin 
Auctions Sale (lot 1961). 

   2782 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966), XAA, XAB (2) 
(R.401F, 401) (3); Knight/Stone (1979) XXU (R.407a).   The 
fi rst three extremely fi ne, the last uncirculated.  (4)  

 $250 

   2783 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966), XAC 719891/900 
(R.401) ten consecutive notes.   Nearly uncirculated.  (10)  

 $350 

 In 10 PCGS holders as Choice About New 58. 

   2784 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966), XAC 475986/6000 
(R.401) fifteen consecutive notes.   Nearly uncirculated.  
(15)  

 $500 

 In 15 PCGS holders as Choice About New 58. 

   2785 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Evans 
(1994) (R.401F (2), 401 (2), 403, 413, 416a).   Very fi ne 
- uncirculated.  (7)  

 $250 

   2786 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Evans 
(1993) (R.401 pair, 407a, 409a (3), 415i).   Nearly 
uncirculated - uncirculated.  (9)  

 $250 
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 2787* 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) XBS 016959 last 
prefi x (R.402L).   Uncirculated and rare in this condition.   

 $3,500 

   2788 
  Twenty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1994) fi rst polymer issue 
overprinted 31 October 1994 AB 94 000764 ex folder (McD 
$20 PT 3).   Uncirculated.   

 $80 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection. 

   2789 
  Twenty dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) DB 02 048648/52 
(R.420a) a run of fi ve consecutive notes.   Uncirculated.  (5)  

 $200 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, previously from Colonial Auctions, 
June 2006 (lot 754). 

   2790 
  Twenty dollars,   Phillips/Fraser (1989) EXA 115264/5, 
115322/5 (R.411) (6) all notes with small white circle above 
end of fi rst signature and above fourth number in serial 
number caused during printing process; Fraser/Higgins 
(1990) EYH 986663/5, 67 and RGV 247805 (R.412) (5); 
fi fty dollars, Phillips/Fraser (1989) YYB 904588/9 (R.511) 
(2).   All notes with creasing, some only very minor, otherwise 
virtually uncirculated.  (13)  

 $400 

   2791 
  Fifty dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1973), YAB 504495 (R.505); 
Knight/Stone (1979) YDB 464022, YGG 868112 (R.507) 
(2).   Nearly uncirculated.  (3)  

 $350 

   2792 
  Fifty dollars,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) YCX 694141 (R.506b); 
Knight/Stone (1979) JGJ 971640/3 and YHH 973786/7 
(R.507) (6); Johnston/Stone (1983) YHR 425187/90 (R.508) 
(4); Johnston/Fraser (1985) Gothic serials YPH 296128/30 
(R.509a) (4); Phillips/Fraser (1989) YXX 542492/5 (R.511) 
(4); Fraser/Higgins (1990) YXX 673195/8 (R.512) (4); 
Fraser/Cole (1991) WDZ 954950/3 (R.513) (4); Fraser/Evans 
(1993) WRH 396469/72 (R.515) (4).   All in consecutive runs 
of four except fi rst note and second pair, the fi rst extremely 
fi ne, the rest virtually uncirculated.  (31)  

 $2,200 

   2793 
  Fifty dollars,   Stevens/Henry (2007), MD 08 986332/7 a 
run of six consecutive 2008 last prefi x notes (R.521bL).    
Uncirculated.  (6)  

 $500 

   2794 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995), set of serials with solid 
number trio of digit pairs, PC (4), NC (5) 95 888111-999.   
Uncirculated.  (9)  

 $800 

 The second last is a solid number. 

   2795 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) FA 95 205485/6 
consecutive pair (R.516a).   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $250 

   2796 
  Fifty dollars,   Knight/Stone (1979), YGF 123601 (R.507); 
one hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984), ZAY 191329, 
31 (R.608) (2).   Good extremely fi ne.  (3)  

 $300 

   2797 
  One hundred dollars,   Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAC 076980/3 
(R.608) (4); Fraser/Johnston (1985) ZBF 769314/7 (R.609) 
(4); Fraser/Higgins (1990) ZFP 424068/71 (R612) (4); 
Fraser/Cole (1991) ZHU 737345/8 (R.613) (4).   Four 
consecutive of each issue, virtually uncirculated.  (16)  

 $2,000 

   2798 
  One hundred dollars,   Johnston/Stone (1984) ZBL 423906 
and 901556 (R.608).   The fi rst note with very small impressed 
mark at top right edge, otherwise uncirculated.  (2)  

 $250 

   2799 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1991) ZJH 573307/8 
(R.613) consecutive pair.   Light foxing on the fi rst, nearly 
uncirculated.  (2)  

 $300 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection previously from an Australian Coin 
Auctions Sale (lot 1919). 

   2800 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AA 96 319957 
(R.616F) fi rst polymer prefi x.   Uncirculated.   

 $200 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, previously from an Australian Coin 
Auctions Sale (lot 1927). 

   2801 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AA 96 974381/2 
(R.616F) consecutive pair of first signature prefix.   
Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $350 

   2802 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96 979725 
(R.616TL) test note, last prefi x.   Nearly extremely fi ne and 
rare.   

 $250 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection. 

   2803 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) EM 96 403944/6 
(R.616) consecutive trio.   Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $500 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, previously from an Australian Coin 
Auctions Sale (lot 1920). 
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 2804* 
  One hundred dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1998) HA 99 
333333 (R.618a) solid number.   Uncirculated.   

 $300 

 Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection previously from an Australian Coin 
Auctions Sale (lot 1936). 

   COLLECTOR  FOLDERS &  UNCUT  NOTES 

   2805 
  Triple Anniversary Set,   1994, fi ve, fi fty and one hundred 
dollars, all fi rst prefi xes, NAA, YAA, ZAA 000464.   In slip-
case and album of issue, set No 411/800, uncirculated.   

 $1,500 

   2806 
  Triple Anniversary set,   1994, fi ve, fi fty and one hundred 
dollars, all fi rst prefi x NAA, YAA, ZAA 000856.   In slip-case 
and album of issue, set No 715/800, uncirculated.   

 $1,500 

   2807 
  Triple Anniversary set,   1994, fi ve, fi fty and one hundred 
dollars, all fi rst prefi x NAA, YAA, ZAA 000735.   In slip-case 
and album of issue, set No 643/800, uncirculated.   

 $1,500 

   2808 
  Triple Anniversary set,   1994, fi ve, fi fty and one hundred 
dollars, all fi rst prefi x NAA, YAA, ZAA 000389.   In slip-case 
and album of issue, set No 339/800, uncirculated.   

 $1,500 

   2809 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1994, Deluxe Series, Fraser/
Evans (1994) fi ve, ten dollars, red serial numbers AA 94 
000165, each housed in a separate folder (Mc DYF 1, 3).   
Uncirculated.  (2 folders)  

 $100 

   2810 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1994, Deluxe Series, Fraser/
Evans (1994) fi ve and ten dollars, green/blue serial numbers 
AA 94 001400,01,02, consecutive trio, each housed in a 
separate folder (Mc DYF 2, 4).   Uncirculated.  (6 notes in 
6 folders)  

 $180 

   2811 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issues,   1994, Deluxe Series, Fraser/
Evans (1994) fi ve dollars and ten dollars, green/blue serial 
numbers AA 94 005379 each housed in a separate folder 
(McD DYF 2, 4), Deluxe Series, Fraser/Evans (1995) fi ve, 
ten, twenty dollars, black (ten blue) serial numbers AA 95 
003181, each housed in separate folder (McD DYF 6, 8, 10); 
fi ve dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) Uncut Collector Issue, block 
of four, red serials DE/DF/DM/EA 96 000032, portfolio 
number 256 (McD $5 U14); ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) 
Waltzing Matilda, blue serial number WM 95 002625 and 
phonecard, portfolio number 2625 (McD N/TPT); fi fty 
dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) serial number AA 95 009479 
housed in folder (McD $50 F/LF 2).   Uncirculated.  (8)  

 $350 

   2812 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1994, Premium Series, 
Fraser/Evans (1994) fi ve and ten dollars, red serial numbers 
AA 94 000962, each housed in a separate folder (Mc DYF 
1, 3), Deluxe Series, Fraser/Evans (1994) ten dollars, blue 
serial number AA 94 000667 housed in folder (Mc DYF 
4); Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue, 1995, Premium Series, 
Fraser/Evans (1995) fi ve, ten and twenty dollars, red serial 
numbers AA 95 000360, each housed in separate folder (Mc 
DYF 5, 7, 9); Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue, 1996, Premium 
Series, Fraser/Evans (1996) fi ve, ten twenty and fi fty dollars, 
red serial numbers AA 96 000818, each housed in a separate 
folder (Mc DYF 11, 13, 15, 17).   Uncirculated.  (10 notes in 
ten folders)  

 $420 

   2813 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1995, Premium Series, Fraser/
Evans (1995) fi ve, ten, twenty dollars, red serial numbers 
AA 95 000179, each housed in a separate folder (Mc DYF 
5, 7, 9), Deluxe Series, Fraser/Evans (1995) fi ve, ten, twenty 
dollars, black (ten blue) serial numbers AA 95 006134,35, 
consecutive pair, each housed in a separate folder (Mc DYF 
6, 8, 10) (2).   Uncirculated.  (9 notes in 9 folders)  

 $400 

   2814 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1997, Deluxe Series, 
Macfarlane/Evans (1997) fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one 
hundred dollars, black (ten blue) serial numbers AA 97 
001363, each housed in a separate folder (Mc DYF 20, 22, 
24, 26, 28).   Uncirculated.  (5 folders)  

 $350 

   2815 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1996, Premium Series, 
Fraser/Evans (1996) fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty dollars, red serial 
numbers AA 96 000943, each housed in a separate folder 
(Mc DYF 11, 13, 15, 17), Deluxe Series, Fraser/Evans (1996) 
fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty dollars, black (ten blue and fi fty blue 
top/black bottom) serial numbers AA 96 004051 and AA 
96 004183, each housed in a separate folder (Mc DYF 12, 
14, 16, 18).   Uncirculated.  (12)  

 $500 

   2816 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1998, Deluxe Series, 
Macfarlane/Evans (1998) fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one 
hundred dollars, black serial numbers AA 98 001257, all 
housed in a complete folder (Mc DYF 30).   Uncirculated.  (5 
notes in 1 folder)  

 $250 
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   2817 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1999, Deluxe Series, 
Macfarlane/Evans (1999) fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one 
hundred dollars, black serial numbers AA 99 001415, all 
housed in a complete folder (Mc DYF 32).   Uncirculated.  (5 
notes in 1 folder)  

 $300 

   2818 
  Australian Polymer Note Portfolio,   fi ve - one hundred dollars, 
Fraser/Evans (1996), serial number OO 96 000799, portfolio 
number 799/1000 (McD 23rd Ed. p496).   Uncirculated.   

 $450 

   2819 
  Australian Note and Coin Collection,   1997, Macfarlane/
Evans, fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one hundred dollars, ZZ 
97 999327, set No 673/1500; fi ve cents - two dollar coins.   
In a dark blue folder, uncirculated.   

 $300 

   2820 
  Australian Note and Coin Collection,   1997 Macfarlane/
Evans, fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one hundred dollars, ZZ 
97 999839, set No 161/1500; fi ve cents - two dollar coins.   
In a dark blue folder, uncirculated.   

 $300 

   2821 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) Collector Folder (McD 
$2GF 1a); fi ve dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) Two Banknote 
Folder (McD $5F/LF 1), (McD $5F/LF 2), Centenary of 
Federation Issue (2001) block of four, black serials (McD 
$5U 22); ten dollars, Fraser/Cole - Fraser/Evans (1993) 
Two Note Folder (McD $10/LF 2), Johnston/Fraser (1988) 
Bicentenary Polymer Issue (McD $10GF 1).   Uncirculated.  
(6 folders)  

 $120 

   2822 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) Paper and Polymer Issue 
standard souvenir two banknote folders (McD $5F/LF 2) (3); 
Signatures Folders 1996, Fraser/Evans and Macfarlane/Evans 
(1996), Deluxe Series, black serial numbers FE 96 001682 
and ME 96 001682 (McD $5GF 3), Premium Series, red 
serial numbers FE 96 000471 and ME 96 000471 (McD 
$5GF 2); Thirtieth Anniversary - Famous Fives, Fraser/
Cole and Fraser/Evans (1997) three note folders, Premium 
notes overprinted in red ink (McD $5GF 6), Deluxe notes 
overprinted in black ink (McD $5GF 7).   Uncirculated.  (7)  

 $230 

   2823 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) Paper and Polymer Issue 
embossed souvenir two banknote folders (McD $5F/LF 
1) (2); Macfarlane/Evans (2001) Centenary of Federation 
Commemorative 2001 Show folder for Adelaide (McD 
AN 1e); Centenary of Federation 1901-2001 folder with 
fi ve dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (2001) (McD $5 GF 9); 
ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary Polymer 
Issue (McD $10GF 1), (McD $10GF 3); twenty dollars, 
Fraser/Evans (1994) Two Note Paper and Polymer Issue 
embossed deluxe folder, fi rst day of issue (McD $20 F/LF 
1).   Uncirculated.  (7 folders)  

 $220 

   2824 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) Paper and Polymer Issue 
standard souvenir two banknote folder (McD $5F/LF 2); 
Deluxe Series, Fraser/Evans (1994) fi ve dollars, green serial 
number AA 94 005599 and ten dollars, blue serial number 
AA 94 005454, each housed in a separate folder (Mc DYF 
2, 4); Deluxe Series, Fraser/Evans (1995) fi ve, ten, twenty 
dollars, black (ten blue) serial numbers AA 95 006283, each 
housed in a separate folder (Mc DYF 6, 8, 10); ten dollars, 
Fraser/Cole - Fraser Evans (1993) two banknote folder (McD 
$10F/LF 2), Johnston/Fraser 1988 Bicentenary Polymer Issue 
(McD $10GF 1); twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1993) 80th 
Anniversary Issue serial number M 000723 (McD $20GF 
1c), Fraser/Evans (1994) Paper and Polymer Issue (embossed 
deluxe) (McD $20 F/LF 1); fi fty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) 
Paper and Polymer Portfolio (McD $50 PT 3); one hundred 
dollars, Fraser/Cole - Fraser/Evans (1996) Paper and Polymer 
Portfolio (McD $100 PT 3); Australia fi ve dollar note and 
coin set, Australia two dollar note and coin set, Australia one 
dollar note and coin set.   Uncirculated.  (15 folders)  

 $500 

   2825 
  Elizabeth II,   Bicentennial Coin and Note Collection, 1988, 
Melbourne Coin Fair issue (McD N/R PT2); ten dollars, 
Fraser/Evans (1993) Eminent Women, black serials AP 
93 004807 and pane of twenty fi ve stamps with matching 
number, portfolio number 4899 (McD N/APT3); engraving, 
Landing of Captain James Cook at Botany Bay by Note 
Printing Australia set number 06753.   In folders of issue, 
uncirculated.  (3)  

 $140 

   2826 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993) Eminent Women, black 
serials AP 93 002963 and pane of twenty fi ve stamps with 
matching number, portfolio number 2863 (McD N/APT3); 
twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) Emergency 
Services, red serials ES 97 000443 and ES 97 000832 and 
gutter pane of stamps with matching number, portfolio 
number 443 and 832 (McD N/A PT14) (2); fi fty dollars, 
Fraser/Evans (1995) Lord Howard Florey, with red serials 
HF 000079 and pane of ten stamps with matching number, 
portfolio number 79 (McD N/APT8).   In folders of issue with 
certifi cates, uncirculated.  (4)  

 $240 

   2827 
  First Polymer Issues,   twenty dollars, 1994, Fraser/Evans 
(paper), Fraser/Evans (polymer) matching serials AA 94 
000403, portfolio number 303 (McD $20 PT3); fifty 
dollars, 1995, Fraser/Evans (paper), Fraser/Evans (polymer) 
matching serials AA 95 000482, portfolio number 382 (McD 
$50 PT3); one hundred dollars, 1996, Fraser/Cole (paper), 
Fraser/Evans (polymer) matching serials AA 96 000545, 
portfolio number 445 (McD $100 PT3).   Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $540 
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   2828 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) combined original polymer 
issue and new recoloured issue, with EA prefi x 500199, 
portfolio number 99 (McD $5 PT1); Signature Folder 1996, 
Fraser/Evans and Macfarlane/Evans (1996), Premium Series, 
red serial numbers FE 96 000524 and ME 96 000524 (McD 
$5GF 2); ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (paper), Fraser/Evans 
(polymer) (1993) last paper and fi rst polymer issue, with 
matching serials AA 93 000537, portfolio number 437 
(McD $10 PT1); twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1993) 80th 
Anniversary Issue, overprinted with special red serial number 
font M 002870, issued at Brisbane Fair (McD $20GF 1b).   
In folders of issue with certifi cates, uncirculated.  (4)  

 $280 

   2829 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) Waltzing Matilda, red 
serials WM 95 000408 and phonecard, portfolio number 
408 (McD N/RPT4); twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1997) Sir 
Charles Kingsford Smith Centenary Portfolio, black serials 
ADK 627837 and proof silver one dollar, portfolio number 
654 (McD N/TPT).   In folders of issue with certifi cates, 
uncirculated - FDC.  (2)  

 $160 

   2830 
  Ten dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1996) AA 98 010256 red 
serial numbers fi rst 1998 prefi x (R.318cF, McD402c/1) in 
picture frame with portrait illustration of 'Banjo' Paterson; 
another frame with portrait illustration of Dame Mary 
Gilmore similar with number AA 98 010250 red serial 
number.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $80 

 Large lot, no mail out sorry, collection only from the Sydney Offi ce. 

   2831 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (2001) Centenary of 
Federation Commemorative 2001 Show folders for Adelaide, 
Brisbane, Hobart, Melbourne, Perth, Sydney (McD AN 1, 1a, 
1b, 1c, 1d, 1e, 1f) (6); Centenary of Federation 1901-2001 
folder with fi ve dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (2001) (McD $5 
GF 9) (3); Hong Kong Handover Folder with fi ve dollars, 
Macfarlane/Evans (1997) red serials with HK followed by 
digits starting 97 (McD $5GF 4) (2).   Uncirculated.  (11 
folders)  

 $160 

   2832 
  Five dollars,   Stevens/Parkinson (2012) (R.222aF); ten 
dollars, Stevens/Parkinson (2012) (R.322aF); fi fty dollars, 
Stevens/Parkinson (2012) (R.522aF); fi ve dollars, Fraser/Cole 
(1991) International Bank Note Society celebrating 25th 
Anniversary of the paper $5 note (1967-1992), consecutive 
pair QKT 138313/4, portfolio numbers 313 and 314 
(R.213); fi ve dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) Uncut Collector 
Issue, block of four QDH 00041, J, S, T, (McD $5 U4); also 
Commonwealth pre decimal, ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson 
(1954) AE/OO 525529 (small stain) (R.16), one pound, 
Coombs/Wilson (1953) HC/06 912766 (R.33).   Some in 
folders of issue, Commonwealth notes very fi ne, otherwise 
uncirculated.  (8)  

 $200 

   2833 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1991) uncut vertical pair, MFQ  
and MFR 600051, Hobart Coin Fair issue with certifi cate 
0751 (McD $10 U5).   Uncirculated.   

 $100 

   2834 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1991) uncut pair, MGH, MGJ 
600895 (McD $10 U5); fi ve dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) 
uncut blocks of four (2), QFA, QER, QEQ, QEZ 000442 and 
000105 (McD $5 U4); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) 
AA 05, AA 08, AA 20, AA 21 (R.310b) in folders, AB 16 
in part folder; fi ve dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) fi rst and last 
paper and polymer note, QNA 461724, AA 004191 (McD 
$5 F/L1); Fraser/Evans (1994) AA 94 001399 (McD YF2) 
in folders; ten dollars (1994) AA 94 001399 (McD YF4); 
Fraser/Evans (1993) JJ 93 772655, JK 93 772655 (R.316a) 
blue shading; Evans/MacFarlane (1998) AJ 98 772655, 
AK 98 772655 (R.318c) grey shading, in folder.   Very fi ne 
- uncirculated.  (13)  

 $250 

   2835 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1994) uncut sheet of forty paper 
notes, serial number MPX to MRR 00001-000300, sheet 
No 000012 (McD U16).   Encased in NPA perspex holder of 
issue, uncirculated, with certifi cate.   

 $1,000 

 Uncut large lot, no mail out sorry, collection only from the Sydney Offi ce. 

   2836 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1994) uncut sheet of forty paper 
notes, serial number MPX to MRR 00001-000300, sheet 
No 000203 (McD U16).   Encased in NPA perspex holder of 
issue, uncirculated, with certifi cate.   

 $1,000 

 Uncut large lot, no mail out sorry, collection only from the Sydney Offi ce. 

   2837 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1994) uncut sheet of forty paper 
notes, serial number MPX to MRR 00001-000300, sheet 
No 000279 (McD U16).   Encased in NPA perspex holder of 
issue, uncirculated, with certifi cate.   

 $1,000 

 Uncut large lot, no mail out sorry, collection only from the Sydney Offi ce. 

   2838 
  Twenty dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1998), vertical uncut 
pair, red serials CA/CB 98 010154, portfolio number 0074 
(McD $20 U14); fi fty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) uncut 
block of four, red serials A/B/C/D 000061, portfolio number 
0061 (McD $50 U4) issued at NAA Melbourne, July 1994.   
Uncirculated.  (2 folders)  

 $400 

 


